
 

 

PROTOCOL 
MAINETNANCE 
FOR MEN 

Concentrated Kizo Lab formulas are custom-

blended + expertly layered based on your skin 

concerns + changing needs.  

P U R E  +  P R O P R I E T A R Y  +  P O T E N T  
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CLEANSE Begin with Moisture Renewal Cleanser + Shave and perform cleansing routine. 

Remove cleanser with Skin Perfecter using gentle, upward strokes.  

Remove all traces of remaining cleanser with wet esthetic wipes or sponges. 

ANALYZE Confirm and clarify skin type and skin concerns. Recommend ingredients, product types, and 

service enhancements that address priority concerns. 

EXFOLIATE Mix one scoop Hungarian Enzyme Mask with one scoop Iso-Cell Recovery Solution. 

Apply to skin, avoiding eyelids, lips, and heavy beard growth. 

Wrap face with steamed towel, leaving scalp exposed. 

MERIDIAN 

SCALP 

MASSAGE 

Perform Meridian Scalp Massage while Hungarian Enzyme Mask is processing. 

Press along Meridian Lines with thumbpads or fingertips from hairline to occiput. 

Begin at the center line and work outward toward ears. 

Gently move client’s head to access Meridian lines. 

 

Placing fingertips along hairline and palms against scalp, move scalp tissue in circular motions to 

release tension and smooth fascia with full contact from hands to scalp. 

After processing 10 minutes, remove Hungarian Enzyme Mask with steamed towel. 

EXTRACT Apply Iso-Cell Recovery Solution generously to areas of congestion and perform extractions with 

Skin Perfecter or manual technique. 

SERUM INFUSION Apply customized Le Mieux serum blend in Ionized Oxygen Infuser. 

FINISH Moisturizer 

● Apply Liquid Hydration Moisturizer + Serum to face and neck.  

● Use fingertip to gently pat Dark Circle Repair Eye Cream  

into skin around eyes. 

Environmental Protection 

● Apply UV-Defense Clear Sunscreen SPF 50 PA++++ to face and neck.  

RECOMMEND 

+ REBOOK 

Book next appointment, review treatment plan, and recommend daily homecare products, 

gathering feedback as you demonstrate pro tips on how to optimize their routine. 


